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ANALYZING  
BDCP ALTERNATIVES

The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta’s 1,100-mile levee network, which channels the water 
supply for millions of Californians, is old and fragile. After more than six years of study 
and discussion, the Bay Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP) is advancing a proposal to build 
new water intakes in the northern Delta and to transport this supply via twin tunnels to 

the existing federal and state aqueduct facilities in the southern Delta. One reason is the prospect 
of widespread levee failure after a major Northern California earthquake. Some Delta stakeholders 
have urged state and federal agencies to dismiss the tunnel proposal and “fatten”- raise and widen - 
the levees so that they could survive a major earthquake. While strategic levee improvements are 
necessary to better protect the Delta, widespread “fattening” of levees alone is not a viable 
solution. This approach would not increase water supply reliability or begin to solve many of the 
environmental problems facing the Delta.

BDCP Fattening Levees

a Does it improve water supply reliability?           !YES NO

a Does it create the right fish habitat?   !YES NO

a Does it address non-native species?   !YES NO

a Does it restore more natural flow patterns?   !YES NO

a Does it address salinity intrusion due to sea level rise?   !YES NO

aDoes it address seismic issues?   !YES       !YES

Narrow Scope = Limited Benefits
Strategic levee improvements are an important part of a comprehensive Delta solution.  

Levees will remain a much-needed aspect of Delta infrastructure.  
However, levee improvements alone simply do not address the major ecosystem  

and water system problems facing the Delta today.  

AN INCOMPLETE 
SOLUTION“Fattening” Delta Levees



The BDCP is a long term habitat conservation effort that will make improvements over 50 years. The State Water 
Contractors believe California needs to pursue a solution for the Delta that will both restore the Delta ecosystem and ensure 
water supply reliability for the 25 million Californians and millions of acres of farmland that rely on the water from the Delta.  

The BDCP is designed to do just that and is the only plan that sufficiently addresses these coequal goals.

BDCP expects to use quiet conveyor belts, not diesel trucks, to transport much of the tunnel material  
from the shafts to reuse sites – another environmental advantage. 

BDCP a A COMPLETE SOLUTION

Tunneling creates material for valuable 
uses in the Delta. The tunneling aspect of 

the BDCP is expected to produce about  
24 million cubic yards of material for 

potential reuses nearby such as habitat 
restoration and levee strengthening. 

Traditional levee construction requires the 
depletion of topsoil for fattening projects. 
Exclusively fattening the levees, as a comparison, 
would require more than seven times that 
amount of material, to be depleted from in-Delta 
and nearby sites and relocated to the levees. 

weighing the
differences

Tunneling versus “Fattening”

A “Dirty” Proposal
The research done as part of the BDCP has estimated that it would take 150 million cubic yards of material,  

or 1.5 million truckloads, to be to be transported to the central and southern Delta  
to fatten 78 miles of levees to seismic-proof standards. How much dirt is that?

If you stacked the  
material in truck  
containers (8 feet tall),  
it would be

2,256 MILES HIGH
(As a comparison, the 
International Space Station  
is about 250 miles up there)

Lining the truck containers 
in a row would stretch

11,280 miles,
nearly half-way  
around the earth

BDCP found that the truck 
convoys needed to move all 
of this material could create 

hotspots of toxic 
air contaminants 
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Seismic-proofing a corridor in an estuary is no small engineering task. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONSEQUENCES“Fattening” Delta Levees


